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Objective

The OPTET project plans through a multi-disciplinary and integrated approach to identify and address the drivers of trust and confidence also fight against its erosion (especially true on the Internet or Cloud). Focus of this project is on socio-technical systems connected to the Internet. The resulting technologies enabling trustworthiness would be verified on two distinct existing execution platforms to demonstrate genericity of OPTET outcomes. Potential of OPTET results will be demonstrated and evaluated in the context of two operational use cases one in the domain of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) and second Cyber Crisis Management. Overall, the OPTET project will significantly increase the trustworthiness of IT and Services and thus strengthen the competitiveness of the European software and service industry. In doing so OPTET will provide a powerful foundation for designing and developing trustworthy system/services/apps stakeholders can trust (since provable also guaranteed) for the future internet realizing its promises.
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